
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of manager,
relationship manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, relationship manager

Builds and maintains strong relationships with both internal and external
customers for the success of clinical trial delivery and the overall growth of
the partnership(s)
Communicate and escalate issues at the appropriate time and to the
appropriate level of management
Maintain current list of key relationship touchpoints within partner
organization with mapping to Sarah Cannon points of contact
Coordinate, plan, and facilitate pipeline review meetings and maintain regular
dialogue with Sponsor contacts to identify high-quality study leads
Co-develops and supports strategy for delivering performance metrics for
Sarah Cannon lines of business to our partners
Serve as the process owner for building, maintaining, and refreshing of the
database containing key sponsor partner contacts and organizational
structure
Lead new initiatives and special projects as directed by Strategic
Development team
Guide planning, preparation and execution of conferences and road-shows as
required
To develop a strong relationship with departments that will lead to
customer’s satisfaction and translate into new business opportunities
Liaise with senior stakeholders and developing relationships across the Civil

Example of Manager, Relationship Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for manager, relationship manager

Ability to interface with multiple levels within a client's organization
Proven performance and credit track record
Proficiency with Microsoft Excel/PowerPoint and experience building reports
Understand what the business requires from Events, Hospitality and
Roadshows
Implement strategic business objectives into meaningful event programs that
are aligned with the wider firm’s priorities
Understand which event activity works best for the business and varying
client profiles and influence decisions based on experience of past event
successes and failures


